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Yesterday and Tbday: The Legacy Thrives
Tき謹霊豊t。
1958, When Boston Univer-
Sity School of Medicine
established a Department
Of Stomatology to provide
POStdoctoral education in
dentistry. At that time, the
institution was the only one
in the country devoted
SOlely to graduate-level
education in the fields of
Oral Surgery, Orthodontics,
PeriodontoIogy,
Endodontics, Pediatric
Dentistry, Prosthodontics,
Oral PathoIogy and Public
Health Dentistry.
Under the leadership of
founding Dean Henry M・
Goldman, D.M.D., the
School of Graduate Den-
tistry was established in
1963 as a member of the
Boston University Medical
Center.
The SchooI continued
to develop and ma山re
rapidly through the years′
moving in 1970 from its
Original site, a tenement
building on East Concord
Street′ tO the facility on East
Newton Street, COnStruCted
in response to the dynamic
expansion of teaching
activities, enrOllment and
research. Several combined
SPeCialty programs such as
Pediatric Dentistry-Orth-
Odontics, Prosthodontics-
PeriodontoIogy, Orthodon-
tics-PeriodontoIogy and
Oral BioIogy were insti-
tuted over the years.
Building on the foundation
Of strength in postdoctoral
education′ the predoctoral
PrOgram WaS initiated in
1972, With mu山al emphasis
On aCademics, Clinical skills
and research. The Boston
University Trustees re-
named the School in honor
of Dr. Goldman in 1978.
Throug out the evolu-
ion of the School, BUGSGD
has focused on the relation-
Ship between dentistry and
medicine in dental educa-
tion a d oral health. The
faculty have promoted an
educational philosophy′
n w widely accepted, that a
direct relationship must
exist between the pre- and
POStdoct ral phases of
dental education to enhance
the art and science of
dentistry. The objectives of
the School include not only
training clinical specialists,
but also developing teach-
ers and investigators in the
Clinical disciplines and
basic sciences related to
dentist y. The faculty
consist of leaders in the
field - men and women
Who have distinguished
themselves in education,
research an  patient care;
and who′ by their achieve-
ments, have moved the
entire profession forward.
The late ′70s and ′80s
SaW impressive growth.
With the additions of the
Booth Ambulatory Surgical
Unit, the Division of Dental
Research, the General
Practice Residency Pro-
gram, the Student Dental
Plan, the Career Resource
Center, the Dental Place-
m nt P ogram and the
Spencer N. Frankl Student
RevoIving Loan Fund, the
School augmented its
s rvices both to students
and patients・ The establish-
ment of affiliations with
area dental practices,
extramural sites, educa-
ti nal facilities and a
myriad of other training
Sites across the country has
al owed students to im-
PrOVe t ir clinical and
PraCtice management skills
in a wide variety of practice
Settings ・
The creation in 1988 of
the Dep rtment of Diagnos-
tic Sciences & Patient
Services, COnSisting of the
Divisions of Oral Diagnosis
& RadioIogy, Oral Pathol-
Ogy, and Patient Services,
has helped the School to
PrePare S山dents more
effect vely to be expert
diagnosticians and to
PrOVide better quality
SerVices. AIso in 1988,
the Departments of
Peri dontology and Oral
BioIogy were joined into a
Single unit to strengthen
both departments’educa-
tional and research compo-
n nts.
In the late ’80s, the
entire predoctoral curricu-
lum as revised to better
meet students′ educational
needs in the evoIving
PrOfession of dentistry.
Changes induded institut-
ing the Applied Profes-
Sional Experience (APEX)
Program, mOVing to a 12-
month academic calendar,
altering didactic and
COn士inued on 7CeXt Page
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‘′The jnstitution qf fhese
COmpγehensiz,e dental
CenteγS repγeSentS a ma]0γ
milestone jn fhe句碑Ilment
〆fhe Schoors seγ演ce
mission・ 1侮aγe Pleased fo
pro演de #7eSe γeSOuγCeS fbγ
B・u・ Cmpio豊/eeS and脇e
SuγγOunding communities.’’
- 5penceγ N・干γankら
D.D.S., M.S.D.
Dean
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Predinical hours, and
forming the Comprehen-
sive Care Team clinical
PraCtice structure. In 1990
and 1991, the School
underwent extensive
remodeling and restructur-
ing of facilities, Starting
with the establishment of
the central sterilization
facility.
The momentum and
Vitality of progress con-
tinue. Today, With a faculty
Of nearly 3OO educators,
Clinicians and researchers,
the School offers a full
SPeCtrum Of predoctoral
an p stdoctoral specialty
education, aS Well as a
COmPlete range of graduate
PrOgramS and degrees to
more than 450 students.
Described on the following
PageS are SOme Of the
School’s most exciting new
advances.
Commonwealth
Avenue near the
Charles River Cam-
PuS and the other on
the seventh floor of
th  School. Both
PrOVide a full range
of dent  services to
Plan members and
the community and
are st ffed by dental
residents, faculty,
hygienists and
a ssistants.
Research Facilities Expanding
The School’s research
SPaCe Will grow by 15,500
Square feet with the
acquisition of a floor in
both of two new research
buildings at BUMC. The
expansion is part of a
recently approved $300
million project, SPOnSOred
by Boston University and
The University Hospital,
to develop a dynamic and
PrOgreSSive medical
COmPlex to be called
South End TechnoIogy
曙nhancing Clinical Services to B.U. and the Community
Bosto  University’s first-eVer emPloyee dental health
Plan, launched in 1991, PrOVides more than 9,000 faculty,
Staff and their dependents with greater access to dental
Services while providing postdoctoral residents with a
greater patient base. The establishment of this highly
POPular program has greatly advanced the School’s goal of
PO entiating non-tuition revenues.
。。。豊詫言器量誤記蕊書誌詰0
A涼eu (卵he mtγanCe fo 930 Commomt,e祝h Azmue・
Square・
The first facility,
located at 609 Albany
Street, WaS OCCuPied earlier
this year. Five血oors of the
Six-StOry building are being
used for dermatologic
research by the Medical
School. The Department of
Biomaterials, under
Professor and Chairman
Dan Nathanson, D.M.D., is
OCCuPying the sixth血oor.
The 3,500 square feet of
usable space gives the
Department triple the
research space it previously
had. The move has also
allowed the Oral Biology
la s, under Professor and
Chairman Frank
Oppenheim, D.M.D., Ph.D.,
D.Sc., tO eXPand at lOO East
Newton Street.
Ground-breaking for
the s cond building, tO be
called the Center for
Advanced Biomedical
Research, began on Albany
Street on November 2, 1991;
COmPletion of the construc-
tion is scheduled for mid-
1993. The Division of Oral
BioIogy will occupy one
floor, Which offers 12,000
Square feet of usable space.
The other floors in the nine-
StOry facility will house
Medical School research
labs, a laboratory animal
SCience center, aS We11 as
retail space. Additionally, a
multi-uSe facility, Which
Wi11 indude a l,000-SPaCe
COntinued on 71e加page
Scale-mOdel qf fhe j初γe So研h End
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Parking garage, a BUMC
day-Care facility and retail
SPaCe, Will be erected next
to the building・
The construction of a
250-rOOm hotel, additional
research and office build-
ings, and more struc山red
Parking facilities is also
anticipated・ The project is
expected to invigorate the
medical area and create
hundreds of jobs.
‘′The increase in space
will allow the School to hire
additional research faculty
and expand our investiga-
tive activities,’’says Dr.
Oppenheim・ ’′Further,
Sharing a facility with the
SchooI of Medicine will
allow the Division of Oral
Biology to collaborate and
Share resources more easily
with our BUMC col-
leagues.’’
An $80 million capital
Rendeγing qf肋e Centeγ /bγ Adz,anCed Biomedical ReseaγCh.
Implant Services
ImplantoIogy has been
Well integrated into the
didac亡ic and clinical
POStdoctoral curricula for
Oral Surgery,
Prosthodontics and
Perio dontology. Implant
Patients are now being seen
at the Implant Centers at
93O Commonwealth
Avenue and the School-s
fourth血oor, aS Well as the
Periodontology clihic on the
second floor. The
Branemark and IMZ
SyStemS are Currently being
used.
To develop policies and
PrOCedures for the
implantology program′
Dean Spencer N. Frankl,
CamPaign has been
launched to fund the
COnStruCt on and furnish-
ings of the Center for
Advanced Biomedical
Research. The campalgn lS
being co-Chaired by
Marshall Sloane, Chairman
Of the Goldman School′s
Board of Visitors, and
Steven Baker, Chairman of
the School of Medicine′s
Board of Visitors. The
CamPaign will be the
Primary focus of both
boards for the next several
yearS.
D.D.S., M.S.D., has formed a
Steering committee com-
Prised of Donald Booth,
D.M.D., Professor and
Chairman of Oral Surgery′
Associate D an for Hospital
Affairs月rank Oppenheim,
D.M.D., Ph.D., D.Sc.,
Professor and Chairman of
PeriodontoIogy & Oral
BioIogy; and Remo
Sinibaldi, D.M.D., Professor
and Chairman of
Prostho dontics.
′′The implantoIogy
PrOgram COOrdinates the
Oral surgery, Periodontal
and prosthodontic services
required to make success-
ful implants′′′ says Dr.
Booth. ′‘Our goals are to
PrOVide superior patient
Care and to effectively teach
Pre- and postdoctoral
Students about the art and
SCience of implants.’’
COntinued on next page
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Ground-bγeaたing舟γ the Centeγ fbγ
AdひanCed Biomedical ReseaγCh. Dean
Fγmkl (second /’Om毎ht) joins otheγ
し掘りeγSit3/ and city砺Ciais・
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A Boston-area m寂)e, Ms.
Donoひan has moγe脇an 20
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Helping Children in Need
Tyrone, a teenage boy
With cerebral palsy, Seizure
disorder and myasthenia
gravis, reCeives free dental
care in the Pediatric Den-
tistry Department without
the use of general anesthe-
sia or even sedation.
Transient and homeless
Children in Boston also get
free care at the School. A
Visiting Goldman School
hygienist provides free
dental screenings to
elementary schooI children
in the fiscally strapped city
Of Chelsea, MA. These are
SOme Of the ways the
SchooI continues its history
of service to the
underserved.
Boston UniversityI
Chelsea Partnership
Dental Program. The
Boston University/Chelsea
Educational Partnership,
Created in 1989, is a lO-year
collaborative effort between
the University and the city
of Chelsea to rebuild its
Public schooI system. This
unprecedented Project will
culminate with a national
model for education reform.
As part of the Partner-
Ship, the Goldman School is
PrOViding free dental
SCreenings, individualized
education and toothbrushes
to all Chelsea students in
grades K-7. This service,
Which began in April, is
being provided at each
Chelsea school by Maureen
Donovan, R.D.H. She also
notifies parents of screen-
ing results and assures that
appropriate referrals are
mad to community
dentists. BUGSGD serves
as a back-uP SOurCe Of
treatment for children who
can ot be referred for care
Within the community.
’′Dental screenings and
treatment are important
because children need to
b  healthy in order to
leam,’’says Sandra Kranz,
Assistant Professor of
Dental Care Management
and Director of the Chelsea
Den al Program. ′′We are
Very PrOud to be working
with the Chelsea schooIs
under this conviction.′′
In addition to the K-7
PrOgram, a daily tooth-
brushing project has been
established for pre-kinder-
garten and kindergarten
children.
The ISEC Program.
Since the early 1980s, the
Department of Pediatric
Dentistry has developed a
unique relationship with
The University Hospital’s
ISEC (Intervention and
Stimulation for Exceptional
Children) School. Through
the leadership of Steven
Perlman, D.D.S., Assistant
Clinical Professor of
Pediatric Dentistry,
and Barbara Billings,
Director of the ISEC
School, the children in
the Program receive
regular dental screen-
ings and treatment,
fre  of charge.
′′Our children are
h gh-risk due to a
number of handicaps,
i cluding seizure
disorders and diffi-
Culty in swallowing,’’
SayS Ms. Billings. ′′But
hanks to the expert
Care PrOVided by Dr.
Per man, the
POStdoctoral pediatric
dentistry s山dents and a
Visiting hygienist, Our
kids have beautiful
mouths・ And although
these children are often
hard to work on because
Of their spasticity and
Other physical problems,
none have ever had to be
anesthetized or sedated
for their dental treat-
ment. ’’
’‘Our emphasis has
always been on behavior
management, nOt drugs,’’
explains Dr. Perlman.
′′This is the safest route
and requires no compro-
mise in the standard of
Care We PrOVide.’’Dr.
Perlman and the ISEC
staff find that a ′′hands-
On’’approach - holding,
touching and comforting
the young patients -
WOrks every time.
At the ISEC School,
which is housed on-
CamPuS in the SoIomon
Carter Fuller Mental
Health Center, the
Children have a daily oral
hygiene program that
indudes the often difficult
task of tooth-brushing.
Each youngster comes to
BUGSGD an average of
three times a year for
SCreenings and treatment.
COntinned on next page
Pediatγic de融stry postdoctoγaJ student
Li′iana Gioひannetti c糊mines a membeγ
昨he I雛C 5chool・
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Children Without Homes・ The Pediatric Dentistry
Department spent six months last year providing dental
PrOPhylaxis and treatment to the 80 children participating
in the Massachusetts Migrant Education Program. Located
in Taunton′ MA′ the MMEP provides schooling for chil-
dren of migrant farmers and fishermen. The School’s
affiliation with the MMEP is currently in its fourth year.
Last spring for the first time′ the Department provided
dental exams′ Cleanings and treatment to a dozen children
Who reside in the Boston Salvation Army′s Homeless
Children′s Center. ′‘The children were a delight′′′ says
Richard A11ard, D.M.D., Clinical Professor of Pediatric
Dentistry. ′′We plan to serve them on an ongoing basis・′′
New Office Formed to Better
On July l, 1991, the
School’s Communications
and Development Deparト
ments merged into the
Office of Extemal Affairs. In
addition to maintaining the
OngOing functions of the
two former departments′
the Office has assumed
responsibility for the
School’s first-eVer formal
alumni relations program.
According to Dean Spencer
N. Frankl, D.D.S., M.S.D.,
′′Our alumni base has
grown to a significant
number and is one of our
greatest resources. I want to
Serve Our Students not only
While they are in the School,
but throughout their
CareerS. The Office of
Extemal Affairs will help us
COntinue to do that.’′
The Communications
Division is directed by
Communications Specialist
Shirley Levine, Who man-
ages SchooI publications,
marketing communications,
media relations and related
SPeCial projects. Develop-
ment Officer Glerm
Kaufhold administrates the
fundraising and alumni
networking programs in the
Divisions of Development
and Alumni Relations.
To learn more about
alumi’s interests and
needs, the Office has
initiated an Alumni Visita-
tion Project in Boston and
Other parts of the country.
′’Our goal is to re-eStablish
S rve Alumni
and strengthen bonds with
Our alumni′′′ explains
Kaufhold. ′′We want to tell
them what′s been happen-
ing at the School and find
Out how we can better serve
them.’’Joining Kaufhold on
the local visits are Paula K.
Friedman, D.D.S, M.S.D.,
Associate Dean for Admin-
istration; Thomas Kilgore,
D.D.S., Associate Dean for
Predoctoral Programs弓ohn
McManama  D.D.S., Profes-
SOr and Chairman of
Operative Dentistry; and
Sydell Shaw, B.A., D.D.S.,
Director of Admissions &
S uden Affairs.
T roughout the year′
he Office will hold special
ev nts for both predoctoral
and postdoctoral alumni
(see the calendar of alumni
events on page 17). The
highlight of the 1992 activi-
ties w l  be the first annual
Alumni Weekend′ May 15-
17 in Boston.
Under the direction of
alumnus Zhimon Jacobson,
D.M.D. ’81, C.A.G.S. in
Prosthodontics ’80, Clinic
Direc or of Postdoctoral
Prosthodontics, the Office is
also in the process of re-
Vitalizing and reorganlZlng
the Alumni Association. Dr.
Jacobson is serving as
PreSi ent until the first
general elections are held.
The newly appointed
alumni board held its first
m eting on December 16,
1991.
The School′s first
Amual Fund campaign,
ini iated in September 1991
Seeks support for
Predoctoral s山dent aid
and special projects in the
POStdoctoral Departments
Of Prosthodontics,
Periodontics′ Oral Surgery′
Pediatric Dentistry′ Dental
Public Health and Opera-
tive Dentistry. Other
developme t goals include
the funding of the Herbert
Schilder Chair in
Endodo tics and the
Spencer N. Frankl Student
Revolving Loan Fund.
Two donor leadership
Clubs have been created to
recognize the contributions
Of m ney′ equipment and
Other assets that have been
generously offered to the
School・ The Century Club
includes patrons, Who
donate $100-$499, and
SPOnSOrS, Who give $500-
$999. Donors of $1,OOO or
more are invited to the
De n′s Circle. Those
Whose accumulated gifts
tota  $10,000 0r mOre
re eive a lifetime member-
S ip in the Circle.
Alumni who have
address changes′ queStions′
Or SuggeStions are encour-
aged to contact the Office
Of Extemal Affairs at lOO E.
Newton Street, Room 308,
Boston, MA O2118; (617)
638-4891.
COntinued on 7te加Page
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Pe巌a tγic den tistγy POStdoctoml
Student Maori Saたumga smiles z(,ith
a resident qf the Saねation Aγmy ’s
Homeiess Childγen ’s Centeγ.
S P E C T R U M
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Admissions & Student Affairs Office FIourishes
Last year was an
OutStanding one for the
Office of Predoctoral
Admissions & Student
Affairs, With a 30 percent
increase in applicants over
the previous academic
year and a substantial
increase in applicants’
OVera11 and science grade
POint averages. In addi-
tion, aPPlications to the
Advanced Standing
Program increased by 25
PerCent ・
This year, the number
Of women in the entering
Class has risen by =
PerCent - WOmen COm-
P A G E　'　6
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Prise 43 percent of the class
of '95 - and the number of
minorities has increased by
four percent・ The plurality
of students come from
Califomia, followed by
Massachusetts, Canada,
New York, FIorida, the
Washington, DC, metrO-
POlitan area, about 30
0ther states, and Puerto
Rico.
Syde11 Shaw, B.A.,
D.D.S., Director of
Predoctoral Admis-
sions & Student
Affairs, nOteS the
multi-faceted role of
the Office. ′′After we
SuCCeSSfu11y recruit a
Class, We become a
SuPPOrt SyStem for
the students, aCting
as their advocates.
This relationship
doesn′t end at
graduation′ either.
For example, We
advise alurmi on
their postdoctoral
endeavors. And
graduates often
COme back just to
Visit and say hello.’’
′′Our Office
WOrks extensively
with the Dean’s Office, the
academic departments
and the APEX (Applied
Prof ssional Experience)
Office,’’comments
Weldon LIoyd, M.S・, D.Sc.,
Assoc ate Director of the
Office. ’′This integration is
rucial to our accurate and
COmPrehensive portrayal
Of the School to prospec-
tive students. The impres-
S ve profile of the entering
class reflects our success
in this.’’
On th  Road. ’’It is
Only in the last few years
that we have instituted a
formal recruiting process
with the addition of
Debby Frantz, Our Assis-
tant Director of Enroll-
ment Services, tO the
Sta f,’’says Anthony W.
Jong, D.D.S・, M.P.H.,
D.Sc., Associate Dean.
‘‘The Office-s accelerated
recruiting initiatives have
really paid off.’’
Ms. Frantz recruited at
147 undergraduate schooIs
last academic year, mOre
than twice the number
Visited the year prior. She
made presentations to 385
studen s and 125 under-
graduate advisors. In
ddition, She conducted 67
regional interviews and
Participated in career fairs
in Maine and Pennsylvania.
‘‘My job is made much
easier by the fact that I have
SO many gOOd things to say
about the School,’’she says.
′′Prospects are especia11y
receptive when I talk about
Our eXC Ptional faoulty and
Student body′ aS Well as our
unique APEX Program. The
SuPPOrt PrOVided by
Kimb rly McNair′ Admis-
Sions Representative′ and
Laura Cipriano, Admissions
Assistant, is indispensable
to my activities声hey’re the
OneS Who really keep the
SyStem running smoothly.’’看
y job is made much easier
by the fact that I have so many
good things to say about the School・ Prospects
are especially receptive when I taIk about our
exceptional faculty and student bodyタaS WelI as
Our unique APEX Program.’’
- Debby Frantz
Assistant Director of Enrollment Services
We gratefu11y dedicate
this issue of Spectγum tO the
memory of our founding
Dean, Henry M. GoldmaLn.
Dr. Goldman’s vision,
leadership and passionate
dedication to the profes-
Sion have brought the
School to the pinnacle of
dental education, reSearCh
and community service.
The Mission of the School
is a na山ral outgrowth of
his philosophy of life and
expectation that one should
do one′s best in every
endeavor. The spirit of the
Miss on is exemplified in
the School′s service to both
the public and the profes-
Si n. As you read about
the exciting developments
h ppening here′ yOu Wil1
1eam how students,
graduates, faculty and
St ff are ful創1ing the
Mission on a daily basis as
a continuing and living
memorial.
Some of the changes
you will read about
include the expansion of
research and dinical
facilities, the launch of the
Un versity’s first empIoyee
dental health plan, the
further integration of
implantoIogy into the
Curriculum, and the forma-
tion of the Alumni Relations
Division. We present these
Changes within an historical
and strategic context to
Show their common goal,
that of improving and
maintaining the public’s
or l health.
三番同一心耳唖¥、
In Memory
Henry M・ Goldman, D.M.D.
1911-1991
Founding Dean
of the
Goldman SchooI of Graduate Dentistry
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Curriculum in Geriatrics Grows
as Population Ages
P A G E　●　8
′/Anotheγ gOal /br the
COmmg yearS js fo Znitiate
more γeSeaγCh ”CめitJ/ Zn
the aγea qfgeγiatγics. It
taたes # Cγitical mass qf
people ”nd γeSOuγCeS fo
SuppOγt a StγOng γeSearCh
progγam, and zt,e’γe
building fhat alγeady・’’
- Stez)en Gordon, D.M.D.
露盤嵩察0 γ
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′′I te11 students that if
they are uncomfortable
treating older adults and
aren′t planning to special-
ize in pediatrics or orth-
Odontics, then they should
think about going into
another profession,’’says
Steven Gordon, D.M.D.,
Associate Professor of
Prosthodontics. ‘′General
dentistry and most of the
dental specialties will
become primarily the
treatment of older adults
within the next few de-
cades.’’
He cites several
reasons for this projection:
the ongoing demographic
shift towards an older
SOCiety′ the decline in the
level of caries among
children, and the fact that
adults are keeping their
teeth longer.
Since 1982, Predoctoral
students have had the
OPPOrtunity to serve imer-
Boston′s isolated and
homebound elderly
through The University
Hospital′ s century-Old
Home Medical Service. On
a continuous basis, Paula
K. Friedman, D.D.S.,
M.S.D., Associate Dean for
Administration and
Associate Professor of
Dental Care Management,
takes students to visit
homes in South Boston, the
South End, Roxbury,
Mattapan, Dorchester,
Hyde Park′ Beacon Hill′
Back Bay, Jamaica Plain
and elsewhere in the city.
The students then follow
the patients throughout
their treatment.
‘′The Home Medical
experience provides a
unique chance for dental
students to visit with senior
citizens in the elders’home
environment,’’reports Dr.
Friedman. ′′Student
feedback over the years
indicates that students feel
the home visits are a
Valuable part of their
educa ion, both in dentistry
and in leaming about
societal needs. The visits
PrOVide a different per-
SPeCtive to the traditional
doct r-Patient relationship
- We aC山a11y enter the
Private space around
Which e derly patients’
lives are centered. The
experience helps s山dents
understand some of the
ba ri rs to dental care for
the elderly, aS Well as the
PervaSive loneliness of the
frail, omebound, aging
PerSOn. The visits that the
lderly patient makes to
the SchooI can be positive
in terms of both dental
b nefits and social interac-
tion. ’’
In the last year, the
School has continued to
build geriatrics into both
th  predoctoral and
POStdoctoral curricula. For
xample, Dr. Friedman
PreSentS n introdu〔血on to
geriatric dentistry to
SOPhomores as part of their
Oral diagnosis course′ and
Dr. Gordon teaches a
requir d course in geriatric
dentis ry to seniors. The
H me Medical rotation
se ves as a real-1ife labora-
tory to reinforce the
information learned in
lass.
On an elective basis,
Jun10rS and seniors may
Participate in a student-
initiated program of
PrOViding dental screen-
ngs and in-Service presen-
tations on dental health to
res dents of area nursing
homes. ′′Traveling to the
nur ing homes provides
S udents with an important
exposu e to the elderly in a
different setting, One in
which the residents are
Physically and/ or
COgnitively compromised′′′
conunents Dr. Gordon.
The School′s first
POStd octoral geriatric
dentistry fellow′ Andrea
Maalouf, D.M.D. ’87,
Clinical Instructor of
Operative Dentistry′ began
her fellowship in July 1991.
Over the next two years,
he will direct the dental
COmPOn nt Of the Home
Medical Service, treat the
derly at Jewish Memorial
Hospital in Dorchester and
Marian Manor Nursing
Home in South Boston,
COnduct a research project,
and eam an M.P.H. at the
B.U. SchooI of Public
Health. Dr. Maalouf’s
fellowship is funded by a
grant from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human
Services and is directed by
Dr. Gordon.
‘‘In the future, We need
to get at least one area
nursing home to be affili-
ated with us, SO that we’re
its primary dental provider.
This would offer tremen-
dous clinical experience to
both our predoctoral and
POStdoctoral students′’’
SayS Dr. Gordon. ′‘Another
goal for the coming years is
to initiate more research
activ ty in the area of
geriatrics・ It takes a critical
mass of people and re-
SOurCeS tO SuPPOrt a StrOng
research program, and
We′re building that already.
The fe11owship program,
Which requires the fellow to
conduc  research, is an
impo ta t step towards
achieving this goal.′′音
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James Nesti, D.M.D.
’81, a general dentist
PraCticing in Pittsfield, MA,
has always been interested
in the patient as a complete
individual, instead of ‘‘just
a set of teeth.’’His compas-
Sion for people was first
Publicly recognized when
he won the BUGSGD Public
Health Award for exem-
Plary management perfor-
mance in the humanistic
delivery of dental health
Care. In 1989, he was invited
to join the Pierre Fauchard
Academy, an intemational
honor dental organization
committed to the ethical
treatment of patients.
′‘The opportunity to
WOrk with patients as
Whole beings was one of the
biggest attractions dentistry
had for me,’’he reflects. ’‘In
aLddition, my love of science
and working with my
hands made dentistry the
clear career choice.’’
Dr. Nesti has been
active in organized den-
tistry since his Goldman
School days. He first
became involved in his
Iocal dental society and
then progressed to the
POSition of Trustee to the
Massachusetts Dental
Society. Now a member of
the MDS House of Del-
egates and a Delegate to the
American Dental Associa-
tion, he is currently running
for Assistant Treasurer of
the MDS.
’’Organized dentistry is
important because there are
forces - 1ike OSHA, the
FTC, Congress and insur-
ance companies - and
issues - 1ike the shortage
J4meS Nesti, D・M.D・ ’81
Of auxiliary personnel -
tha  require collective
action,’’says Dr・ Nesti.
’′One of organized
dentistry’s major challenges
in the 1990s is to prevent
any outside organization,
regulatory agency′ legisla-
tive bo y, Or Other third
Party from unscientifically
Or unneCeSSarily interfering
With the ability of the
dentist and patient to
decide on and deliver the
best treatment for that
Patient.
‘′I think the future of
Organized dentistry de-
Pends on our continued
ability to recruit and retain
the largest group of dentists
POSSible′ in order to be truly
influential,’’he comments.
’′Accomplishing this will
require organized dentistry
to me t individual dentists’
needs and attract young
d ent sts. ’’
In addition to his office
PraCtic , Dr. Nesti holds
appointments at Berkshire
Medical Center and
Hillcrest Hospital, both in
Pittsf eld. He also teaches in
the Berkshire Medical
Ce ter’s general practice
residency program.
Dr. Nesti works with
his hands even outside of
his profession. For example′
he has furnished his house
through his hobbies of
WOOdworking and refur-
bishing antiques.
He is also a windsurfer,
hiker and mountain biker.
Dr. Nesti lives with his
Wife, FIoydette, and one-
year-Old son′ Daniel′ in the
Berksh res.臆
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Dental Imagmg by Computer:
A Look At The Future
Dan Nathanson, D.M.D., M.S.D.
Professor and Chairman of Biomaterials
Director of Continuing Education
High-teChnology and
COmPuterS are having a
ma〕Or lmPaCt On almost
every facet of our lives, and
that includes dental prac-
tice. By far, the most
common uses for the
COmPuter in dentistry are
bookkeeping, billing and
recordkeeping. More
recently, though, COmPuterS
have started providing
dentists with specialized
SyStemS designed for
SPeCific tasks related to
diagnosing and treating
disease.
Systems now available
Can Perform unique diag-
nostic procedures: bite
analysis, for instance, Or
automated recording of
gingival pocket depths.
Other systems in the CAD/
CAM (computer assisted
design/computer assisted
manufac山ring) category
Can SCan a PrePared tooth,
transfer and store informa-
tion in a computer, design a
restoration on the computer
SCreen tO卸the preparation,
and ultimately feed the
information into a com-
Puter milling machine that,
in tum, manufactures the
final restoration.
Many of the computer
SyStemS for dental diagno-
Sis and treatment, though
representing a high-teCh
approach, are Still early-
generation technoIogy. No
doubt, fu山 e computer
generations will offer even
more efficient, aCCurate,
′′user-friendly,’’yet less
COStly, SyStemS.
One dedicated com-
Puter SyStem that seems to
have reached a comfortable
degree of practicality is the
COmPu er dental imaging
SySt m. This diagnostic /
treatment planning tool has
be n perfected to the point
tha  it can perform almost
any task within the realm
of its ′′duties.′′
These systems have
become effective diagnostic
tooIs for dental procedures
Centered on appearance.
T y provide an enlarged
image of the mouth,
enabling both dentist and
Patient to communicate
Clearly and discuss patient
COnCemS With greater
accuracy. AIso, these
SyStemS allow on-SCreen
modification to reflect
Patient desire for changes
and practitioner recommen-
dations on possibilities and
feasibilities related to
PrOCedure, OutCOme, COSt
and other concems. In short,
these systems not only
PrOVide an easy way to
discuss the problems and
the treatment plan, but also
allow the patient to see the
treatment outcome before
treatment begins・
Once diagnosis is
COmPleted and a treatment
Plan established, the system
becomes a documentation
device, allowing the dentist
to store the original patient-
data and subsequent
modifications, both in
COmPuter memOry and on
hard copies.
Several systems for
dental computer imaging
are now available. Basic
COmPOne tS Of any system
include a central processing
unit (CPU) with a keyboard
and a color monitor, a Video
Camera, a graPhics tablet
and an optional hard copy
Printer.
The CPU is usually a
POWerful microcomputer
equipped with good storage
CaPaCity on a hard disk, in
addition to the floppy disk
drives. Many CPUs today
are of the 386 microproces-
SOr tyPe and indude hard
disk-drives of 60 megabytes
Or mOre. These features may
be important because
Showing one image in the
COntimed on ne加page
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COntin〃ed斤om pγeZ)ious page
data bank requires about
500,000 bytes of informa-
tion. That means that a 60-
megabyte disk can store up
to lOO images (about lO
megabytes may be taken up
by the software). It is also
POSSible to store images on
血oppy disks. But even with
the required use of high-
density (1.2-megabyte)
floppies, they a11ow only
One image per floppy disk.
The video camera used
is a high-reSOlution camera
with a 200-mm lens that has
CIose-uP CaPabilities.
Although the camera emits
a video signal that can be
visualized ′′live’’on the
COlor monitor (not unlike a
home video camera and a
TV screen), the image is
′′grabbed’’by the computer
and digitized.
This way, the color
Pic山re appearing on the
monitor and made up of
thousands of ′′pixels’’(the
minute pic山re elements on
a computer screen) can be
modified by the manipula-
tor, Who can controI virtu-
ally every single pixel・ For a
good image on the screen,
the monitor has to be of
high resolution; a reSOlution
of 640 horizontal and 240
vertical dots is common
With today’s systems.
In addition, lighting
COnditions must be optimal
for good resolution・ That’s
Why most systems provide
a photographic illumination
SyStem, uSually with a
’’photographic umbrella,’’
to produce an even, dif-
fused, re血e⊂ted light to
illuminate the patient.
Although each system
has a血11 computer key-
board to access the system
and provide commands, an
additional device to allow
free hand ‘′drawing’’and
‘′tracking’’of images,
Dan Nathanson, D.M.D・, Pγ昨SSOγ md Chaimm qf Biomateγials, uSeS
脇s compαteγ imaging system flS訪iagnostic/tγeatment〆aming tooJ.
am g other functions, is
PrOVided・ Without the
′′mouse′′ or ‘′trackball′′
co mon to home micro-
COmPuterS, dental imaging
CO PuterS Offer a ′‘graphics
ablet’’and a ‘’cursor’’(in
the form of a pen) that
allow freehand movement
of a cursor on the screen
and xecution of various
functions without touching
the computer keyboard.
All systems can be
fit ed with optional hard
COPy Printers. These allow
COIor prints to be made
from the images displayed
on the monitor. There are
generally two possibilities
for hard copy printers: (1)
thermal printers that offer
OVerSized prints of the
COmPuter image on special
PaPer, and (2) photographic
Printers that use instant
Photography techniques -
SuCh a  Polaroid prints - tO
PrOduce instant photos. The
results obtained by thermal
Printers are more effective,
but photographic printers
allow the血exibility of
taking 35-mm Slides with
an optional camera brace
that c n easily be retrofit-
ted. T ese slides can be
used effectively in profes-
Sion l presentations.
Of course, nO COm-
Pute  SyStem Can be
effective without appropri-
ate software. All dental
COmPuter imaging systems
com  with their own
SOftw e packages, Which
are usually dedicated
graphics programs allow-
ing the versatile manipula-
tion of images. These
PrOgramS Vary ln COm‾
Pl xity, and all require
SOme training to familiar-
ize the user with the steps
三豊誉unique to
Repγinted zt,脇permission万om #ze
Joumal of the American Dental
Association.
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Bao-Tram Nguyen, D・M.D. ’95
Bao-Tram comes to New England from Southem
Califomia, Where she had lived since leaving her native
Vietnam at age five. She attributes her willingness to bear
the Boston winters to the friendly and supportive atmo-
SPhere she sensed on the day of her interview at BUGSGD.
′‘Indeed, the faculty, Staff and students have proven to be
Very Warm and helpful. The people who work here dearly
take a lot of pride in what they do,’’she says・
Bao-Tram hopes to go into oral surgery after complet-
ing her predoctoral education. She is also interested in doing research′ Which she did
throughout her undergraduate days. Her outside interests include photography′ Piano′
VOlleyball and tennis.
Ken Titel, D.M.D. ’94
As an undergraduate student at Chapman College in
Orange County, Califomia, Ken was trying to decide what
area of medicine to pursue when he took a physiology
Class taught by a dentist・ The two became fast friends′ and
the rest is history.
′′One of the reasons I chose BUGSGD is the strength
and prestige of the postdoctoral programs here,’’says Ken.
′′Right now′ I′m planning to do postdoctoral training in
Oral surgery. Eventually, I’d like to establish a private
PraCtice and do emergency call at a metropolitan hospital.‘′I think the predoctoral curriculum here offers good exposure to all the specialties.
I′m currently doing my APEX rotation at a local oral surgery practice and at the School′s
Oral surgery facility・’’
萱 草) ?
∴　∴　　一一ヽ∴ 
∴　　　∴∴ 
絹等 
Stephen Berube, D・M.D. ’93
Richard Bembe, D.M.D. ’93
After working for several years in their
father’s multi-SPeCialty dental offices in
New Hampshire, Stephen (left) and Richard
Berube entered the D・M・D. program in 1989.
Stephen′ the elder brother′ COntinues to be
the business admiristrator for the practice,
and Richard still manages the computerized
bi11ing and accounting functions. To make up for time lost commuting′ they arrive at
School at 6 a.m. and study until clinic or classes begin. Stephen and Richard both plan to
join their father’s practice as general dentists, and they feel their training here is prepar-
ing them well.
COntinued on ne新型ge
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Patrick Ralph, D.M.D. ’92
In addition to being class president for a11 four years
Of his tenure at the School, Pat is the current president of
the Student National Dental Association. The SNDA is a
national organization aimed at the betterment and
increased matriculation of minority students in dental
SChooIs主t is an auxiliary of the National Dental Associa-
tion. Pat founded the BUGSGD chapter of the SNDA in
his junior year・
′’The Goldman School has been a great environment in which to leam clinical den-
tistry,’’says Pat・ ′’The faculty treat s山dents as peers, and the prevailing attitude is one of
friendliness and cooperation.
’′There are no short-CutS tO quality dentistry,’’Pat emphasizes. ′′The rigorous curricu-
lum here really pays off by teaching the superior skills required for the practice of high
quality dentistry. ’’
Pat first got interested in dentistry as he watched his father go through extensive
dental work due to a childhood accident that misaligned his teeth. Pat hopes to remain in
academia and also to practice pediatric dentistry and orthodontics.
Rekha Gupta, D.M.D. ’92
Rekha was bom and raised in Bombay, India, Where
She also attended dental school and completed a one-year
general dentistry residency・ She then moved to the United
States to be with her husband and raise a family. Now that
her two children are teenagers, her decision to continue
her career in dentistry has brought her to the School’s
Advanced Standing Program.
’’The faculty have been very understanding, Patient
and help血1,’’says Rekha. ′′The clinical emphasis is very
useful弓especially enjoyed doing my three-mOnth APEX rotation at the School’s Dental
Health Center.’’After graduating, She hopes to do postdoctoral training in general den-
tistry and /or periodontology・ Ultimately, Rekha plans to practice and teach clinical
dentistry.
most accurateinaster cast technique for making crowns, bridges and implants. Testing
different die stones and die systems, they found that the Zeiser system and Fuji Rock
stone made the best combination.
Philippe and PaoIo will present their findings at the 1992 annual meeting of the
Intemational Association for Dental Research (IADR).
In the meantime, Philippe has retumed to his home in Lebanon, and Paolo, tO his in
Philippe Aramouni, D.D.S.
M.S.D. in Prosthodontics ′91
PaoIo VigoIo, D.D.S.
M.S.D. in Prosthodontics ′91
Philippe (left) and PaoIo conducted a
joint research project to determine the
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Benoit Piquette, D.M.D.
M.S.D. in Orthodontics ′92
Origina11y from Quebec City, Benoit eamed his D.M.D.
at the University of Montreal and practiced general den-
tistry for lO years in a remote town in northem Quebec.
Numerous children in this town had major malocclusions,
but the dosest orthodontist was more than an hour′s drive
away and had a one-year Waiting list. Benoit’s concem for
tooth alignment eventually led him to sell his practice and
Study orthodontics血Il-time at BUGSGD.
In addition to his clinical experience at the School, Benoit has also enjoyed doing
research. His current s山dy involves testing the strength of orthodontic arch-Wires made
Of nickel titanium, a relatively new alloy.
Upon graduating, he plans to start a practice in the Montreal area and teach parト
time.
Joseph Calabrese, D.M.D" ’91
C.A.G.S. in General Dentistry ’92
Joe is one of those people who ′’always knew’’he
wanted to be a dentist. And he knew he wanted to attend
the Goldman SchooI since the day he had his interview.
’’This is a special place, One With personality and atmo-
SPhere - unlike the other schooIs I’d seen,’’Joe says. ‘′As
a s山dent here, all the teachers know my name声he level
Of one-On-One faculty contact has made it much easier to
get a good education.’’
Joe would encourage fellow students to ’′step forward, aSk questions, and take
advantage of the exceptional faculty.’’Upon completing his residency, he hopes to enter
Private practice locally and become a faculty member at the School・
Andrew Samuel, D.M.D. ’90
C.A.G.S. in PeriodontoIogy ’92
Andy graduated at the top of his D.M.D. class after
Serving as class president for a皿four years of dental
SChool. He co-Chaired Clinic Day in his junior year, WaS
an active member of the Quality of Student Life Commit-
tee, and has recently joined the BUGSGD Alurmi Board.
In other words, he has followed his own advice that
Students put a lot of themselves into their dental educa-
tion in order to get an optimal experience・
A veteran of the University’s combined B.S./D"M.D. program, Andy chose
PeriodontoIogy because ′’it’s one of the only areas that calls upon everything I leamed in
dental school and allows me to do dental surgery, implantoIogy and case coordination.’’
Andy says the School′s biggest strength is the wi11ingness of the faculty to ′′go above and
beyond’’to ensure students’professional development・
Andy plans to go into private practice and teach either in the Boston area or his
native New Jersey・ ′′I enjoy teaching,’’he says, ′′and I also see it as a way to give back・’’
In addition to playing the piano and saxophone, Andy sang in last year’s student
talent show and has done stand-uP COmedy in Boston.
COntin〃ed on next page
COntinued斤om pγe荻ous page
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Michael Ho, B.D.S.
M.S.D. and C.A.G.S. in PeriodontoIogy & Oral BioIogy ′93
Michael spent the first year of his postdoctoral program
PurSuing research on salivary proteins. ′′Even though I plan
to be a full-time clinician, COnducting a research project is
Valuable because it teaches me how to handle data, trOuble-
Shoot and think more analytically′′′ he explains.
A native of Hong Kong, Michael moved to Canada in
1990 and is now a permanent resident there. After graduaト
ing, he plans to re山m to Canada to join an endodontics/
Periodontics practice whose partners attended his high school in Hong Kong′ COmPleted
their postdoctoral training at the Goldman School, and are on the School faculty (the Yu
brothers: Charles′ D.D.S.′ C.A.G.S. and M.S・D・ in PeriodontoIogy ′78; Donald′ D.D.S.′
M.S・D・ in Endodontics ′81; and Henry′ D.D.S.′ C.A.G.S. in Endodontics ′83, D.Sc.D. in
Endodontics ’84). ’′As time permits, I plan to carry out some apphed research in my
Private practice,’’he says・
Phillip Head, D.D.S.
M.S.D. in Endodontics ′92
As an undergraduate student in Tennessee′ Phillip had
a sporting accident that broke his front teeth. ′′Because I
had to postpone getting dental treatment until I was fully
empIoyed′ I became very aware of the appearance of my
teeth′’’recalls Phi11ip・ ′′After college′ I became a health
Officer for the Nashvi11e Public Health Department, and I
eventually had my teeth bonded. The whole process made
me interested in the dental field.′′
Upon eaming his dental degree at the University of Tennessee Center for the Health
Sciences in Memphis′ Phillip bought a practice outside of Nashville, Where he treated
numerous country-and-WeStem entertainers. During that time′ he became friends with
Goldman School alumnus Ben Locke′ D・D.S.′ M.S.D. in Endodontics ′79. ′′Ben encouraged
me to pursue my interest in endodontics′ SO I sold my practice′ mOVed here with my wife′
and fell in love with Boston,’’he says. ′‘I’ve really enjoyed working under Dr. Schilder,
Who is an exceptional teacher, and I’ve leamed a lot from my dassmates, tOO.′′　臆
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Four days a week, Leila
Joy Rosenthal is a certified
dental technologist, Assis-
tant Clinical Professor of
Prosthodontics, and Direc-
tor of the Predoctoral
Removable Prostho d ontics
Lab. On Wednesday
evenings and Sa山rdays, She
applies her M.F.A. in Art
Education (eamed at B.U.)
by teaching studio art at the
Museum of Fine Arts. Since
Tuesday nights are spent
rehearsing with the Zamir
Chorale of Boston for its
frequent concerts, her own
artwork is squeezed in
during days off.
While she taught art to
elementary and secondary
schooI children in the ′60s
and ’70s, She has taught
dental students since the
late ′7Os. These two areas of
interest are really quite
Similar, aCCOrding to Ms.
Rosenthal・ ‘‘Teaching both
fine arts and dentistry is
PeOPle-Oriented, Challeng-
ing, and allows me to do
Creative problem-SOIving
With s山dents,’’she says.
’′That’s why I Iove both
fields.
Ofile: Leila Joy Rosenthal
‘′And I love to
teach - tO COmmuni-
ca e information from
as many vantage
POints as it takes to
get  point across and
t see he glimmer of
understanding in the
S山dent’s eyes・ That
makes it all worth-
while. ′′
Ms. Rosenthal
traces her earliest
interest in dentistry
to 1974, When she
broke two molars.
′’Dr. Goldman [Dean
m ritus Henry M.
Goldman happened
to be her cousin]
arranged for me to
See a grad student at the
School. The student later
had supper with my family
and saw some delicate wax
SCulp山res I had made. He
Said, ′Why aren’t you
making teeth instead of
the e? ′
‘‘I was intrigued,’’she
COntinues. ‘‘I completed
y tra ing in dental
technology at the School in
1979・ I’ve been teaching
here ever since, aSSuming
resp onsibility for
the Predoctoral
Removable Lab in
1981. I am etemally
grateful to Dr.
Goldman for
Offering the initial
encouragement and
OPPOr山nity to
learn about the
field.
′‘My policy
here is to have an
OPen door at all
times,’’she ex-
Plains. ‘′I don’t like
to山m away a
Student who has a question
Or PrOblem. I want to head
Off difficulties before they
happen, for the sake of
both the student and the
Pati nt・ It is my way of
helping to ensure that the
reputation of BUGSGD and
its graduates is synony-
mous with quality dental
Care and training.’’
Ms. Rosenthal’s
students love her as much
as she loves them, and they
have shown it by dedicat-
ing the yearbook to her
three times. Last year,
students chose her for the
School′s Award for De-
VOted Effort and Unending
Kindness, and the faculty
elected her to membership
in the Lambda Mu chapter
Of the dental honor society
Omicron Kappa Upsilon.臆
Drs・ Kilgore and Friedman
Named Associate Deans
Dr. Thomas Kilgore′
D.M.D., former Assistant
Dean for Predoctoral Pro-
grams, has been promoted to
Associate Dean for
Predoctoral Programs, in
recognition of his outstand-
ing dedication to the School
and support of its Mission.
He will maintain his current
titles of Chairman of Diag-
nostic Sciences & Patient
Services and Professor of
Oral & Maxi11ofacial Sur-
gery ・
Dr. Kilgore′ a faculty
member for more than 20
years, is ‘′an exemplary
administrator, educator and
Clinician′′′ according to Dean
Frankl・ An essential figure in
the School′s change process′
he has been critical to the
restructuring of the basic
SCience, Clinical and
PreClinical programs of the
Predoctoral division. A
respected oral surgeon, he
developed the predoctoral
Curriculum in oral surgery
and has consistently
Strengthened it. Further, Dr.
Kilgore spearheaded the
Creation of the Central
Sterilization Unit and the
formation of the Compre-
hensive Care Team stmc-
ture.
◆
After 13 years of
distinguished service to the
School, Paula K. Friedman,
D.D.S., M.S.D., former
Assistant Dean for Admin-
istration′ has been pro-
moted to Associate Dean
for Administration. ′′Dr.
Friedman has assumed
increasing responsibility as
a leader′ manager′ adminis-
trator and academician,’’
notes Dr. Frankl. A major
CO ibutor to the strategic
Plaming process at the
Sch ol′ She developed the
Curriculum in geriatric
dentistry and played a
CruCial role in cultivating
important extramural
affiliations for the School.
Through Dr. Friedman’s
COmmitme t to increasing
the underserved′s access to
dental care, She has initi-
ated programs to provide
dental services to Boston′s
elderly′ homeless′ Native
Americans, migrants,
immigrants and other
nee y communities.
From 1988 to 1991, She
managed a successful
accreditation by the ADA′s
Commission on Dental
Education. This was a major
unde taking in which her
multiplicity of skills and
talents shone brightly.臆
BUSGDIs
Center for ImplantoIogy
PreSentS an
Intemational Symposium
Implantology
Ma雅孟霊992
See page 22 for details.
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端整黒縁悪軸豊Vate Practice:
by Anthony W. Jong,
D.D.S., M.P.H., D.Sc.,
Associate Dean
Maxine Peck, B.A., M.S.,
Assistant Professor
Dental Care Management
Jo§ePh Boffa, D.D.S.,
M.P.H., Associate Professor
Dental Care Management
Introduction
Although there is much
in the literature conceming
the efficacy of preventive
dental procedures, there are
few reports detailing the
level of procedures actually
PrOVided in dental offices.
Prior to this paper, the most
recent article on preventive
dentistry in private practice
WaS rePOrted in a 1981
Study conducted by the
American Dental Associa-
tion Health Foundation
(ADAHF). In order to
PrOVide the profession with
more current information on
the sta山S Of preventive
dentistry in private practice,
We COnducted a survey of
dental offices in Massachu-
SettS in 1990.
Method
A one-Page SurVey WaS
COnStruCted, COnSisting of 1 8
questions addressing
examination and data
COllection, Patient education
and preventive services.
Respondents were asked to
Check whether they never′
OCCaSionally, frequently, Or
always performed the
PrOCedure. They were also
asked to indicate whether
the dentist′ dental hygienist′
Or dental assistant per-
formed the procedure・
The random sample
COnSisted of 400 0f the l,30O
licensed dentists in Eastern
Massachusetts. A total of
150 usable responses were
entered into an IBM compaト
ible personal computer and
analyzed using SPSS/PC.
TABLEl ?
MostFrequentlyProvidedServices ?
Service　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ProvidedAIways 
OrFrequently 
Instructionontoothbrushing&flossing ?7% 
So t-tissueexam ?7% 
Prophylaxes ?3% 
Periodontalexam′indudingprobing&mobility ?3% 
Educationonappropriatefluorides ?5% 
Assessmentofcompliancewithpreventiveregimen ?2% 
Dev lopmentofpreventiveplan ?1% 
Evaluationoftoothandarchmalaligrment ?9% 
Topic lfluorideforchildren ?8% 
Assessm ntofpatient′scapabilitiestofollowregimen ?4% 
Pitandfissuresealantsforchildren ?9% 
Fluoridehistoryonchildren ?5% 
TABLE2 ??
ServicesInfrequentlyProvided ? 
Service ?ever ?ccasionally 
Cariesactivitytests ?1% ?% 
Archlengthanalysisonchildren ?1% ?4% 
P eventiveresinrestorations ?4% ?8% 
Pitandfissuresealantsfor,adults ?8% ?6% 
Die ounseling ?1% ?5% 
Results
The survey indicated
that Massachusetts dentists
generally provide appropri-
ate diagnostic and preven-
tive services (see Table l for
a list of the most frequently
PrOVided services). Five
Services were performed
infrequently: Caries activity
tests, arCh length analysis
On Children, PreVentive
resi  resto ations, Pit and
fissure sealants on adults,
and diet c unseling (see
Table 2 for percentages).
The procedures that
Were ePOrted to be per-
formed only by the dentist
Were fluoride history, arCh
leng  analysis′ and assess-
ment of tooth and arch
malalignment.
For all but one of the
PrOCedures in which dental
hygienists were reported to
be performing the proce-
dure, the Massachusetts
Dental Practice Act permits
them to do o・ The excep-
tion is the preventive resin
resto ation, Which requires
Cutting of hard tissue prior
to plac ment of the compos-
ite restoration and sealant.
It would, however, be
Permissible for the hygien-
ist to place the sealant after
th  dentist cuts the restora-
tion. The procedures most
likely to be performed by
the dental hygienist alone
Were PrOPhylaxis and
topical fluoride treatments.
Almost three-quarterS
Of th  offices empIoyed a
dental hygienist. The only
two services more likely to
be p ovided by the office
When a dental hygienist
WaS Pr Sent Were develop-
ment of a preventive plan
and pi  and fissure sealants
CO融nued on 7!e新型ge
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Denise ShaplrO and Marty Nager●
Martin Nager, D.M.D.
’85, C.A.G.S. in
PeriodontoIogy ’87, Assis-
tant Clinical Professor of
Periodontology, always
SayS he got more than an
education at the Goldman
School: he also got a wife.
He met Denise Shapiro,
D.D.S., C.A.G.S. in
PeriodontoIogy ’87, While
they were doing their
Periodontal training, and
they were married two
years after completing the
PrOgram. They now
PraCtice in separate offices
in Rhode Island (she, in
Providence and he, in
Warwick); Dr. Nager is also
a Comprehensive Care
Team Leader at the School.
′′We wi11 never practice
together, and we try to
discuss ’shop’as little as
POSSible,’’says Dr. Nager.
′‘Sti11, it’s nice to come
home after a difficult case
and talk to someone who
really understands what a
hard day you had.’’
Drs. Nager and Shapiro
CO-Chair the Rhode Island
Chapter of the Young
Dentists’Committee, a Part
of the American Dental
Association that encourages
younger de tists to partici-
Pa e in organized dentistry.′‘Organ zed dentistry is
important for several
reasons,’’comments Dr.
Shapiro. ′′We need it to look
after our legislative inter-
ests, tO Set Standards of
Patient care, and to serve as
a forum for communication
Within the profession.’’
In their free time, When
they aren’t out on lOO-mile
bicycle treks,
Dr. Shapiro can
usua11y be
found trying to
satiate her
appetite for
reading. Dr.
Nag r, Who
Performed in
the School′s
1990 talent
Show, is an avid
SOng Writer and guitar
Player・
Dr. Shapiro completed
h r predoctoral work at
Columbia SchooI of Dental
and Oral Surgery and her
general practice residency
at Long Island Jewish -
Hill ide Medical Center
b fore coming to BUGSGD
for specialty training. Dr.
Nager, Who spent all six
years of his dental educa-
tion at BUGSGD and has
been on the faculty ever
Since, SumS it all up by
Saying, ′‘I went to a very
good school in 1981. I
teach at an even better
school now.′′喜
Preventive Dentistry
COntinued手om pγe演ous page
on adults. For all other
SerVices, there was no
Significant difference
between offices empIoying
a dental hygienist versus
those not empIoying a
hygienist. Dental assistants
Were rarely listed as doing
the procedure.
Discussion
Some interesting
COmParisons can be made
between the ADAHF study
and the Massachusetts
Study. For example, in the
ADAHF study, 50 percent
Of the dentists provided pit
and fissure sealants in their
Offices, but only about nine
PerCent PrOVided them to
most or all of their child
Patients. The main reason
given for not using sealants
WaS POOr retention (78
PerCent) followed by fear of
Se ling in active decay (73
PerCent).
In the Massachusetts
Survey, 38 percent always
PrOVided pit and fissure
Sealants for children, 31
PerCent did so frequently,
and 14 percent did so
OCCaSionally (83 percent
PrOVided this service to
SOme eXtent). The higher
rate of use in 1990 suggests
greater acceptance of
Sealant  as a preventive
PrOCedure.
In the years since the
ADAHF study was done,
research has shown that
PrOPer teChniques are a
major factor in sealant
retention and that decay is
arrested if sealed. In addi-
tion, mOSt PrePaid dental
Plans and the Medicaid
PrOgram in Massachusetts
PrOVided coverage for
Sealants in 1990, Whereas
they did not in 1981. The
ADAHF study reported that
40 percent of the dentists
who did not use sealants
Were nOt reimbursed by
PrePaym n  Plans, and 59
PerCent had patients who
COntinued on 7?e加Page
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Were unWilling to pay for
sealants.
In the ADAHF s山dy′
60 percent of dentists
PreSCribed dietary fluoride
SuPPlements to child
Patients. In the Massachu-
SettS Survey, rinses and
SyStemic fluorides were
grouped together in one
item, and the results
Showed that 93 percent of
the dentists offered it to
Children to some extent (55
PerCent always, 31 percent
frequently, SeVen PerCent
OCCaSionally).
The percentage of
dentists performing many
Of the preventive services,
however, WaS Similar in
both s山dies. For instance,
in the Massachusetts
Study, 88 percent of the
respondents offered diet
COunSeling to some extent
(45 percent occasiona11y, 27
PerCent frequently, 1 6
PerCent always)・ The
ADAHF study showed that
89 percent of the dentists
PrOVided this service. In
the ADAHF s山dy′ 81
PerCent Of dentists sur-
Veyed offered topical
fluorides to children in
their offices, and 85 percent
in the Massachusetts study
Offered it to some extent (65
PerCent always, 13 percent
frequently, and seven
PerCent OCCaSionally).
Summary
Dentists in private
PraCtice in Massachusetts
apparently are routinely
PrOViding most preventive
services available to the
dental community. How-
ever, On  SerVice that could
id n ify high-risk patients,
as well as motivate and
educate patients regarding
Caries - the caries activity
test - is almost never used
in practice. Although the
1990 study surveyed only
Massachusetts practices, it
Sugg StS a dramatic increase
in the use of pit and fissure
Sealants, aS Well as the
PreSCription of appropriate
fluorides, between 1981 and
1990.
Although dental hygien-
ists ar  l gally permitted to
P rform most of the preven-
tiv  s rvices itemized in this
S山dy, dentists often still
Perform these services. The
two services which are
largely delegated to dental
hygienists are dental pro-
Phylaxis and topical fluoride
treatments.
In general, dental offices
appear to be providing the
Same range and intensity of
PreVentive services whether
Or nOt they empIoy a dental
hygienist. Dental assistants
are rarely delegated any of
the preventive services.臆
Repγinted zt,脇peγmission #om the
Massachusetts Dental Societき/・
Alumni Notes
Jeffrey Flamme,
D.M.D., C.A.G.S. in
Periodontology ’89, has
OPened a periodontal
PraCtice in Summit, NJ.
Robert Mandell,
D.M.D. ’75, C.A.G.S.,
M.M.Sc., reCently became a
diplomate of the American
Board of PeriodontoIogy,
PaSSing his oral boards in
Da11as in Apri1 1991. As a
staff associate at the
Forsyth Dental Center in
Boston, he continues his
research on periodontal
disease in insulin-depen-
dent diabetics. He main-
tains a periodontal practice
in Tyngsboro, MA.
Romer Ocanto, D.D.S.,
C.A.G.S. in Pediatric
Dentistry ’84, Ph・D., has
COmPleted a residency and
Ph.D. program at the
University of Florida. He is
now Assistant Professor of
Community and Preven-
tive Dentistry at the
Creighton University
SchooI of Dentistry in
Omaha, NE.
Howard Pranikoff,
D.D.S., M.S.D. in
E dodontics ’79, is the
PreSident of the Volusia
County, FL, Dental Asso-
ciation. He is also an
Intemat onal Trustee of
AIpha Omega dental
fratemity.
Angela Procaccini,
D.M.D. ’86, C.A.G.S. in
PeriodontoIogy ’88, has
been selected for TMo’s
脇o in Dentistry・
Conrad Sack, D.M.D.
’83, M.S., COmPleted a
Pediatric dentistry and
Orthodontic residen⊂y, aS
well as a master of science
PrOgram in oral bioIogy, at
U.C.L.A. in 1986. He is
Curr ntly a Clinical Instruc-
tor and Lecturer in the
U・C.L.A. Department of
Pediatric Dentistry. He and
his wife, Kathy, had a son,
Kevin  in 1990.
David R. Scharf, D.M.D.
’86, C.A.G・S., has opened a
Periodontics practice in
West Islip, NY.
D vid M. Schneider,
D.M.D., C.A.G.S. ’71 and
M.S.D. ’73 in Prosthodontics,
was awarded ′′accredited
member’’sta山s by the
American Academy of
Cosmetic Dentistry for his
excellence in the art and
science of cosmetic den-
tistry. He practices in
Swampscott, MA.
COntinued on page 23
Continumg Education Calendar
Marぐh
4　　Tooth Bleaching: A Live Demonstration
l l Risk-Management Seminar
14　　The Complete Introduction to Dental Implants
18*　Eliminate Patient Fear and Apprehension; Create a Comfort Zone
25　　Successful Management of Restorative Dentistry in the 90′s
25-26* Taking Charge of Phobic Patients with Increased Confidence and Ability
27　　Medical Emergency in Your Dental Office‥ Are You Prepared for it?
28*　Hands-OnDentinBonding
31　Recent Advances in the Treatment of Traumatized Dentition
Ap重i量
l*　　Theory and Practice of Etched Porcelain Restorations
l-2*　Dealing with the Phobic Patient: Advanced Techniques
2　　How Bankruptcy Law Effects You and Your Practice
2-3*　Participation Course in the 3-D珊Iing Root Canals with Warm Gutta Percha
3　　Dental Destiny: Building a Productive Dental Practice
4　　Dental Office Safety: Mini-Residency (Part I)
8*　　Producing the Effective Cosmetic Consultation
lO-11 Orthodontics: Bidimensional Technique
1 5　　Risk-Management Seminar
25　　Dental Office Safety: Mini-Residency (Part II)
25　Issues in Laser Dentistry: Application of the CO2 Laser in General Dentistry
May
l Endodontic-Periodontic Related Problems: Clinical Solutions
l &4*　RadioIogy Certification Program for the Dental Assistant
9　　Dental Office Safety‥ Mini-Residency (Part III)
11-14　Nonsurgical Endodontics
n-15 Intemational Symposium on量mplantoIogy
June
3*　　New Post and Core Concepts
3　　How to Success血11y Deal with the Fearful Patient
6*　　Dental Office Safety: Mini-Residency (Part Ⅳ)
10-11* Hands-On Computerized Ceramic Restorations Using the CEREC CAD/CAM
24　　Risk-Management Seminar
27*　Dental O範ce Safety: Mini-Residency (Part V)
★ pa諏汚a海n cou/se,
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE DENTISTRYIs
CENTER
耳OR
IMPLANTOLOGY
Presents its first
Intemational Symposium
ImplantoIogy
in
Boston
Monday - Friday May ll-15, 1992
This five-day, intensive lecture and hands-On PrOgram leads to certifi-
Cation in both the placement and restoration of fou重Of the most popular
implant systems. Participants will receive a certificate of course comple-
tion from the Goldman School. All general dentists, PrOSthodontists,
Periodontists and oral surgeons are encouraged to attend.
Twenty-five leading experts from the United States, Canada and
Europe will provide lectures and demonstrations on the following topics:
O History of implants.
O Anatomy.
O Tissue bioIogy.
O Treatment plaming.
O Hygiene and maintenance.
O Comparison of systems.
o Anterior estheti`S.
o Provisionals.
O RadioIogy.
O Tissue/implant intera`tion.
o Patient selection.
O Complications and outcome.
O Re nt improvements.
o Cementable restorations.
o Cu§tOm abutments.
O Biocompatibility of implants.
O PhysioIogy and biochemistry of bone.
O Guided tissue regene重ation and ti§Sue quality.
Course Director: Zhimon Jacobson, D.M.D.,
Associate Professor & Clinical Director of Postgraduate Prosthodontics
。f藍f諸島窪譜,語謹諌嘉誌ation′ Please contact the
C.E.U. , 43∴∴∴∴ 35 Hours Breakfast & Lunch Included
F髄: $2000 ($1500 for alumni and faculty)
Alumni HappenmgS
◆ periodontoIogy alumni gathered for a reception October 3′ 1991′ during The
American Academy of Periodontology meeting in Vancouver.
◆ Dean and Mrs. Frankl hosted an alumni reception at the ADA meeting in Seattle
October 6, 1991.
◆ The annual endodontic alumni meeting was held in Phoenix October 9-14, 1991.
Dean Frankl was on hand to give an update on SchooI plans and programs.
′◆ oral surgery alumni gathered for dinner on September 26′ 1991′ during the annual
meeting of the American Association of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons in Chicago.
Calendar of Upcommg Alumni Events
◆ Area alumni reception′ Sunday′ February 23, Palm Beach.
◆ Alumni Weekend ′92: Friday′ May 15′ through Sunday, May 17, Boston・
◆ Alumni reception at the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry meeting,
May 24, Westin Hotel, Seattle.
Alumni Viekend ′92!
May 15-17, 1992
All alumni of the Goldman School are invited back for a weekend filled with activi-
ties: a gala dinner-dance′ SCientific sessions for continuing education credit, Boston
University Night at the Pops′ the first annual Distinguished Alumni Awards, and lots
more!
Watch your mailboxes for more information, Or COntaCt the Office of Extemal Affairs
at 617/638-4891, 100 East Newton Street, Room 308, Boston, MA O21 18.
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Pau重Sochat, D.D.S.,
M.S.D. in Periodontology
’71, SPenりune 1991 in
Grenada teaching dental
S山dents simple periodontal
Surgery PrOCedures.
Amold Binderman,
D S., M.S.D. in
Periodontology ′67′ re-
Ceived a Special Citation at
The American Academy of
P ntology’s 1 991
annual meeting′ in recogni-
tion of his contributions to
the 1989 annual meeting′
for which he was arrange-
ments chairman. Prior to
that, he had been a district
represent ive on the AAP’s
Bo rd of Trustees and a
member of the Executive
Committee. He is also a
PaSt PreSident of the
器誅器護憲豊案
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